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Abstract. The non-singular deterministic pushdown automata were first defined by Valiant as an 
example of a class r~f macnines w!th a decidable equivalence problem [3]. No algorithm currently 
exists for decidklg whether or not a deterministic pushdown automaton is non-singular, so the 
applicability of Valiant’s equivalence decision procedure cannot be readily (if ever) determined. 
In this payer, it is shown that the equivalence problem for non-singular _qutomata is reducible to 
the problem of deciding whether or not a deterministb: pushdown automaton is non-singular. 
l. Introdcls;tion 
Although the equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata 
(abbreviated dpda) has stubbornly resisted solution, several attempts have been 
made to solve this problem for various subclasses of dpda. One method proposed 
by Valiant simu!ates the simultaneous operation of two dpda A& and M2 by a single 
machine M using what is called ulternate stacking [3]. This alternate stacking 
mechanism has the stack of machine M contain u 1 u1 - - - u,u,, for strings !A,. ui, 
encoding stack ul, l l - , ur of Ml and vl - l - vr of A& The simulation machine M 
then uses u, to si:nulate one step of Ml and vI to simulate one step of MT. Alternate 
stacking is said CO succeed if the stacks of Ml and M2 can be interwoven in such a way 
that A4 can bf: implemented by a nondeterministic pda. 
Valiant sF.ows th;T_f if Ml and M2 are non-singular dpda acctzx’ing t& same 
hnguoge, t;len the interweaving can be done so that alternate stscking \Jvould 
succeed and M reject all strings. Moreover, if Ml and _A4? accept difhxDqt 
languages, xhen this fact can be determined by the simulating pda IV, which then 
accepts sonle non-empty language. Since emptiness is decidable for pda, and MI 
and M;! accept the same language if and only if M rejects al1 strings, equivalence is 
decidable for non-s%gl*lar dpda. Taniguchi and Kdsami [2:1 rnodifxd the 
mechanism for interweaving stacks so that alternate stacking would succeccl when 
one machine is nonsingular and the other an arbitrary Gpda. 
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’ & &xxd.rhe simulating machine M may nof be implementable by a pda. It has 
been conjectured that if M1 and A& were two realtime dpda accepting the same 
language by empty store, then alternate stacking would succeed [3]. It is likely that 
some interweavi_~~‘~mecllanisla w,il be found xhat can bc, used to simulate two 
, , 
e.q&ale&eal-time pd.a, but Valiant’s method- for alternate stacking can safely be 
used only when the machines are known to bz non-singular. 
Tl~e family of languages accepted by no+sirgular dpda has been shown to be 
properly ineluded in the real-time languages and to properly include the EL 
languages [ill.‘ Unfortunately, the definition 01 what is meant by the dadjective 
non-singular defies easy comprehension. Informally, a dpda is said to be no+ 
singular if there is some constant k a0 such that the set of words accepted 
by continuing from any two accessible configtirations cannot be equal (unless 
they are 0) when the associated stack sizes differ in length by more than k 
and the entire stack of one occurs as the bottommost portion of tPe stack of the 
other. 
Essentially, the definition for non-singularity was originally provided only as a 
means for describing a subclass of dpda for whic:h the alternate stacking algorithm 
for deciding equivalence works. But consider the following amusing situation that 
we now face. Suppose we are given two arbitrary dpda Ml and A42 with the problem 
of determining whether or not L(A&)= L&f& ln order to be guaranteed success 
using Valiant’s alternate stacking algorithm, wt: must have some mec%Csm for 
determining when a dpda is non-singular. No tuch algorithm has been found to 
date. In this paper it is shown that if such an algorithm for deciding non-singularity 
is ever discovered, then it can be used directly for deciding the equivalence problem 
for non-singular dpda. The reduction is acccmplished as follows: Given any two 
non-singular dpda Ml and Mz, a “composite” dpda M is constructed so that M is 
non-singular if and only if L(Ml) f L(M~). 
2. Defrnitlon~s and notation 
We use the standard definition [l] for a detwministic pushdown lwtomaton 
(abbreviated dpda) to be a septuple M = (K, C, c S,~O, Zo, F), where .& is a finite 
set of states, C is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite pushdown alphabet, S : K >\: 
(2 u {e})x h K x p is a partial transition function, 40 E K is a designilted initial 
state, 20 E r is a designated initial pushdown symbol, and F G K is a designated set 
of final states. The function 6 has the additional requirement that if &,q, a, 2) is 
defined for some. 4E K, a E C, 2 E r, then S(q, e, 2) must be undefined. 
A configuration of a dpda ig a triple (4, w, cu) where q E K is the current state, 
w E Z* is the portion of the input tape remainlmg to be read, and LY E r* is the 
contents of the pushdown store with the rightmost symbol of QC the tcqp of” the store. 
Moves of the dpda M are represlented bythe relxtion t-M on configurations of M, 
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where for all p, 4 E K, u E 2 u(e), w E 2*, i? E 1”, CY. p E r*, 
( y, a~,?, (~2) FM (q, w, &I j if and only if fi (p, 0, .Z ) = (q3 P ). 
The relation t-L is the transitive reflexive closure r~f t---&+ A canfigu;-;:tion (p, w, LY )
is said to be accemible if there exists some u c.; Z* such that 
((; 0, ~JV, & II-&(p, NJ, a). The language accepted by dpda Ivd is the set L(M) = 
{v E X*l(qol w, Zo)t-~& e, e) for some q E F). The se; of words accepted by 
continuing from some configuration with state p and stack Q‘ is th.: set L(p, a) = 
{w E Z?l(p, w, cy ) : -L (4, e, e) for sozit: 4 E F}. Clearly, E :qO, 2,) = L(M). 
The equivalence problem for some subclass C of dpda is that of deciding whether 
or not L(A&) = L(Mz) for any two given dpda in subclass C’. 
A dpda is said io be non-singular if thi=re xists some constant k a 0 such that for 
any two accessibl*: configurations (p, C, cu) and tn. e, cup) where lp] > k_, either 
(i) L(p, c+=P+j, @)=S or 
(ii) Up, ff ) + Uil, 4 ). 
A language L is said to be non-singular if there is a non-singular dpda M such 
that L = L(M). 
3. Qn deciding non-singularity of a dpda 
Althotigh the decidability of the equivalence problem for non-singular dpda was 
shown by Valianl’. 131, the question still remains open for determining when thig 
algorithm can be used. The fact that no means currently exists for deciding when a 
dpda is non-singular is contrasted with most other- subclasses of dpda, such as the 
real-time, on+counter, finite-turn, or simple dpda. we now show that any 
algorithm (if one exists) for determining when Valiant’s equivalence algorithm carI 
be applied could alsc be used for dtciding equivalence directly. 
Theorem I. 77~ equitralence problem for non -singular dpda reduces to the problem 
of deciding wh the; or not a dpda is non -singula’r, 
PrOOP. Let Mi = <Ki, C, &, Si qi, Zi, Fi), i = 1, 2, be two non-singular dpda. We can 
also assurr e that L(M1) # Q) # LL(M2). 
Withour loss of genera1i.y assume that 
Let a, k, C, d be four new symbols not in C. Consider the languaq 
We construct the dpda M below to accept 1.. 
1 PO, PI, PZlP3) n WI LJ K2) = v . 
and 
{A, Zo} n (rl u I-9 = $). 
The transition function S is as fdllows: 
. 
apcb a, Zo)= (PO, &a 
apo, 4 A)= (PO, A4 
~(Po, b, A)= (~1, A) 
NPo,_, A)= (Pa 4 
~(PI, c, A)= (PI, 4 
atpa, c, A)= (p3rA) 
Slp3, c, Al= (~2, elm 
For all oEXu{ti), 
‘QI, 0; Zo)= &(q1, a, .&I 
S(P29~9 20) = 62(42, a, zz). 
For all CT EC u(e), p E I&, Z E rl, 
S(p, 0, Jg = &(P, 0, .a. 
S(p, 0, 2) = &(p, 0; Z). 
It should be fairly clear thai M performs as expected and that L = L(M). 
We make the additional claim that M is non-singular if and> only if L(.M& 
L(M& MJe now establish this claim. , 
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(only if) Assume that M is nor,-singular. Let k 20 denote some constant that 
s Atisfies the definition of non-singularity of M. 
Consider the following computaticrns of M: 
bl, a 2k+2b, Z,,$ (pl, e, ZoA2k+2) 
(PO, a %, ZO) 5 (~2, e, ZOA k+l 1. 
Since M is non-singular and IZOA21rC21 -=T lZoAk+’ I+ k + 1, and L(MI) # 9) # L(M2), 
it must hold that 
Up,, ZoA 2k+2)# L(pz, ZoAy. 
But clearly 
L(pl, Zc,A”-‘2) = c*~+~ l L(MI) 
and 
L(y2,, ZoAk+*) = c’~+~ l L(M2j. 
Therefore, L(A&) # L(M2). 
(if) Assume that L(Ml) f L(A&). 
We shall show that no two accessible configurations (p e, a) and (q% e, cup) vioMe 
the non-singularity of M. So if we let k :H.J denote some constant satisfying the 
non-singularit:, of both A41 and I&, and l@la k, then either L(p, n) -/- L(q, a/3) OI 
uP,4=uq, crp)-B. 
’ The accessible configurations of M en he n!~t into one of the following three 
groups, depending on which symbtiis constitute the stack. Because r’nt; xts cf stack 
symbols fl om each group are disjoint, az:y violation of the non-singularity of M 
must necessa:i’y occur between two configurations within a singie group. 
Group 1: Stack symbols from &. 
The con5gurations in this group are of the form (4, e, a), q E PC: - 2 E I?, where 
(q, e, cu) is accessible in MI. 
Since Ml !s non-singular, these configurations cannot violate the ncn-singlrlari:y of 
M 
Group 2: Stack symbols from F’2. 
The co*.lfigurations in this group are of the fx;n (9, e, a), q E &. cy E r-;, win~re 
(q, e, a ) is accessible in M2. 
Since A45 is non-singular, these configurations cannot violate the non-singuiaritv <If 
M 
(iii)’ L(pz, &A’)== c2’ b L(M& 
It should be clear that sine I+(.&)# ‘,.(I&), no two such configurations can 
i<cept he same language, except for the case when this is 0. Therefore, this group 
cannot vioiate the non-singularity of MI 
Since any ac&essible, configuration of M must fit into one of the three grouses 
above, arrd Eme of these groups violate non-singularity, we must conclude that M- 
is non-singular. C3 
Taniguchi and Kasami modified the alternate stacking mechanism of Valiant in 
order to have the resulting equivalence algorithm work for any pair of dpda, only 
one of which is required to be non-singular [Z]. Although we have not been able to 
show that this problem also reduces to that of deciding if a given dpda is non- 
singular, in this section we show that it reduces to the problem of deciding whether 
or not the language accepted by a given dpda is non-singukar. This problem of 
detiding if L(M) is a non-singular language for dpda M is called the mvz -singularity 
probi~,.r j’i17 dpda; it remains open [3]. 
Theorem 2. The problem of deciding whether or not L(Ml) = L(Mz) for aPry two 
given dpda MI and Mz such that L(Ml) is a non-singular 1angQage is reducible to the 
non-singularity problenz $L dpda. 
Broof l IA Ml = (Ki, 25, &, 6;s qi:, Zi, fi), i = 1,2, be two dpda, where L(Ml) is a 
non-singuler langualge. Without loss of generality, assume K1 A & = & n & = 18. 
Since we can test for emptiness, we can assume that neither L(MI) nor L(M2) is D. 
Likewise, kF we assume the existence of an algorithm to test for non-singularity, we 
cdn assume that L(M-) is also non-singular. 
consider the same construction of a dpda M as in the proof of Theorem 1, where 
We make the claim that L(M) is a non-singular language if and only if L(Ml) # 
L&f& We now est:abhsh t is claim. 
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(if) Assume L(MI) # I,@&). Since both L(i& j and L(M,) are non-singular, there 
exst non-singular dpda N1 and NZ such that 
L(Iwlj = L(Nl) and L(M2) = UN,). 
‘Jsing the construction in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain a dpda N, where 
L(N)= [(a’bc’li 2 1) l L(NJ u [{a’dc*‘li 2 1) - L(N,)] = L(M). 
Since both IV1 and X2 are non-singular, and L(NI) # L(N2), the same proof as in 
Theorem I holds for showing that N is non-singuhr. Therefore, L(M) = L(N) is a 
non-singular language. 
(only if): Assume that L(A&)= L(M2). The proof that L(M) is not a non.-singular 
language follows Valiant [3]. Consider any dpda M’ such that L(W) =- L(&f). F’or 
any n 2 1, after reading a*“b and a”d, M’ must reach configurations (p, a) and 
(4, p), respectively, where 
Sir,ce the prefixes af these input strings are periodic, the effect for any sufficiently 
large n is to create stacks where 
)ti ] is about 2 l l/3), and where both lcyl and I/31 
are periodic in some stack word everywhere except for some bounded length at the 
top and bottom [ 11. Therefore, after reading ci for some small i, this bounded 
length at the top tif p can be popped. 
Consider (p, ci, (~)t-La (p’, e, a’) and (4, ci, p)t-5, (q’, c, p’). As stated above, 
F’ must be a prefix of cy ‘, b;: !cu’] and 16’1 stiil differ by about n and I,($, a’)= 
L(q’, 0’)~~ 0. Since t h-,is happens for all n that are sufficiently large, we conclude that 
M is not non-singttlar. This holds true for all dpda accepting L(M). Thus, L(M) is 
not a non-smgt&r language. Cl 
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